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In March 2017, FR Darien, LLC received approval from the ARB for the overall project. At the time, this 
approval included a placeholder for the retail storefronts. Initially, Federal Realty had the intention of 
waiting to onboard each tenant before designing the storefront, and then bringing each individual 
storefront before the ARB for approval. In an effort to expedite the overall approval and construction 
process (and to enable tenants to occupy their spaces and open sooner), Federal Realty and Street-
Works Studio are proposing specific building materials for the retail storefronts. Details on those 
materials are included within this package. 
 
In November 2020, FR Darien, LLC presented to the ARB and proposed a series of materials and designs 
for the storefronts to get some conceptual feedback from the ARB. We are now back seeking approval 
of the designs and finishes, along with approval of the Storefront Guidelines that Federal can share with 
tenants. The Storefront Guidelines take a similar approach to the Signage Guidelines that were approved 
in 2019. Both guidelines set-up a framework of expectations to ensure consistency in high quality 
materials and design. 
 
We are asking for approval of the four color palettes being proposed, with the understanding that 
tenant demising walls may change as we lease the project. As tenant demising walls shift, so too may 
the extent of the storefront palettes. Similarly, if a retail tenant has a strong preference for one of the 
palettes, Federal is asking for the flexibility to allow this tenant to choose from one of the four approved 
palettes. 
 
Federal anticipates a handful of tenants will want to design their own, unique storefront, which is totally 
different from those outlined in this package. In those instances, the tenant would have to comply with 
the Storefront Design Guidelines, and seek Federal’s approval of the design as Landlord. Once Federal 
has approved the tenant’s proposed storefront, the tenant would take the proposed storefront to the 
ARB for review. 
 
Finally, in November 2020, the ARB approved a number of exterior building material colors. The R4 
building was approved with the color “Cobble Stone” siding and “MS Gray” windows. Federal Realty 
would now like to change these colors and is seeking approval for “Aged Pewter” siding and “black” 
windows. Aged Pewter is a color that was previously approved by the ARB on the R1 and R3 buildings for 
some of the shutters. Similarly, the ARB previously approved black windows for some of the windows on 
the R1 and R3 buildings. We are not introducing any new colors to the project with these proposed 
changes. 
 
In addition to the requested color changes on R4, Federal is also seeking to modify the northern 
elevation of the R4 building. The northern elevation was previously shown as glazing. However, now 
that we are working directly with a tenant on this space, it is evident that the tenant cannot lay out the 
space in an efficient manner with glazing on all four sides. Federal’s Tenant Coordination team has 
worked closely to ensure that the R4 building still reads as a “jewel box” and the other three sides of the 
building will continue to have glazing. 


